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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The mill village of Berkeley, Rhode Island, was established by the 
Berkeley...Company, textile manufacturers, in the Blackstone River Valley 
in__l8_7.2..~ Except__fpr_one_unit_Qf...workers.'.. housing, all of the original 
structures including the mill, the schoolhouse, the superintendent's 
residence, and a concentration of workers' housing are preserved today 
with little alteration. . .

Berkeley was established on a wide belt of land between the Black- 
stone River to the west and Mendon Road, a main artery connecting the 
string of mill towns in the valley, to the east; it was planned along 
traditional lines. As with earlier mills which had utilized water power, 
the more modern, steam-powered. Berkeley Mill was situated near a river, 
at the edge of marshy land: this location continued to provide access to 
the Providence and Worcester Railroad line which had been built along 
the river's edge in l8h7. On the steep slope above the mill and to its 
east, isolated from Mendon Road by a deep ravine, a group of double and 
multiple housing units was erected for the workers and their families, 
while a schoolhouse was built midway between this housing group and the 
mill. Other structures, including two large double houses for higher- 
ranking oersonnel and the large single residence oi" the mill's superin 
tendent, were spread alonp Mendon Road. By the turn of the century, 
two- and three-family tenements, commercial structures, and a church  
all apparently privately built more fully filled in tne stretcn of Men 
don Road. Today, modern commercial structures have been closely built 
along this road, and several twentieth-century factories surround the 
mill, but the original block of -workers 1 housing still stands isolated 
from surrounding development.

The architecture throughout this planned settlement is primarily 
functional, visually unified by its simplicity of design and its brick 
construction. Architectural elaboration was reserved for the mill build- 
ing itself. Beside the railroad tracks and facing west, the very long, 
rectangular, four-story brick structure is cappe_d_by^a.bracketed roof of 
very slight pitch. It is of a simplified Homnesque style. Architectu 
ral embellishment is limited to a tall central tower, reminiscent of a 
campanile, projecjLed. in front of the mill's main block. Pierced with a 
,loft openinpTorTeach floor, the tower is crowned by ji_ belfry with triple, 
round-arched openings on each face. Rather'elaborate wrought-iron fire- 
escapes on the front of the mill flank this tower. The tall, long, plain 
mill structure has uniform windows which are segmental-headed beneath 
simple brick drip-mouldings; they have twenty-over-twenty, double-hung

Except for extensive additions adjoining its south end, and con- 
to the building's original style, the mill has been little altered, 

Ismal'C^ailroad passenger station nearby a one-story, rectangular brick
 is also relatively elaborate. The wide, overhanging eaves of 

iipped\ roof, which provide shletered waiting areas, are supported on 
and decorative wooden brackets, sawn and pierced.

(See Continuation Sheet.)
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7. Description.

The uniform and simple design, the regular plan of the workers 1 
housing area produce a strong architectural statement. Organized, placed 
and spaced along three short streets, the houses have been little altered 
on the exterior and fully retain their original character. The once-tree- 
lined central avenue, Woodward Street, one block in length, is lined by 
large, two-and-a-half-story, double brick houses: there were originally 
six such houses on each side; one in the east range has since been destroyed, 
Regularly spaced, these six-bay-wide rectangular units of symmetrical de 
sign are set close'to the sidewalk, with the long side of their bracketed 
gable roofs parallel to the street. Segmental-headed windows and doorways 
pierce the walls. While almost purely functional in design, these housing 
units are somehow reminiscent of Romanesque building and are visually linked 
with the miH building*

Although the housing units along Woodward Street were all designed as 
multiple-family dwellings, the parallel streets to the east and west  
Lawrence and Victory Streets, respectively are lined with smaller units, 
each for two -families only. Spaced at the same regular intervals as those 
orTWoodward Street, their exterior design is almost identical except that 
they are only one-and-a-half stories high. In each two small half-windows, 
set just below the roof on the front elevation, light the attic story. 
These paired dwellings in fact provide more living-space per family than 
the Woodward Street houses. In contrast to the rather deteriorated houses 
on the latter street, these houses remain in relatively good condition.

The other structures of the mill village the schoolhouse down the 
hill from the workers' housing; the two large double houses (probably 
built for shop foremen) and the superintendent's house on Mendon Road  
are straightforward, two-story, brick structures with gable or cross-gable 
roofs, lighted by segmental-arched or rectangular windows with simple stone 
lintels and sills. Again, the design of these buildings embraced by the 
village and its needs is neat and functional, visually linked to the prin 
cipal, other structures of the mill complex.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Dating from 1872, Berkeley Mill-Village is an extremely well-pre 
served example of the planned mill village complex, providing structures 
for industrial, residential, educational activities of- all its mill 
Hp'rkers and their families. Alteratibns to individual buildings have 
been limited, and except for the loss of one house unit on Woodward 
Street all of the original structures in the complex stand today.

The village represents the final phase of a long tradition of 
paternalistic, company-built towns established in New England in the 
early t>art of the nineteenth century. To make use of available water 
power for their mills, early mill-owners were often forced to locate in 
unpopulated, rural areas. Providing satisfactory housing and necessary 
public buildings was essential for attracting workers from a distance, 
or even from abroad. Because they were a permanent capital investment, 
these structures were well-built and well-mai^ained. The brick struc 
tures at Berkeley show well the severely functional approach taken in 
this type of construction.

Whereas pre-Civil-War mills towns were common throughout New Eng 
land, the vitality of these small, isolated villages lasted longer in' 
Rhode Island than in other states. Thus, full-surviving post-Civil-War 
mills and their accompanying planned townsTlis also seen at Ashton, 
Rhode Island) are almost unique to this state.

Along with the handsome mill building and its picturesque campa 
nile, the section of town devoted to workers' housing is particularly 
significant for its strong, simply ordered architectural effect. Set 
in a rural area where there *ras no shortage of land, the houses were 
grouped for convenience, but spaced to avoid the spread of fire. This 
provided a spaciousness of light and air, but formed a visually co- 

ive plan of simple structures, uniform in size and design. Almost 
°nal in design > these are yet handsome, dignified houses, 

blocks, tall trees, and views of the surrounding countryside 
regular plan from becoming monotonous.

feserved today with little alteration, still isolated from nearby 
alism and partially surrounded by an open, natural setting, this 
still f\illy retains its original character and its high quality 

.anned community.
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